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Freestanding BaTiO3 nanodots exhibit domain structures characterized by distinct quadrants of

ferroelastic 90� domains in transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observations. These differ signifi-

cantly from flux-closure domain patterns in the same systems imaged by piezoresponse force microscopy.

Based upon a series of phase field simulations of BaTiO3 nanodots, we suggest that the TEM patterns

result from a radial electric field arising from electron beam charging of the nanodot. For sufficiently large

charging, this converts flux-closure domain patterns to quadrant patterns with radial net polarizations. Not

only does this explain the puzzling patterns that have been observed in TEM studies of ferroelectric

nanodots, but also suggests how to manipulate ferroelectric domain patterns via electron beams.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.111.165702 PACS numbers: 64.70.Nd, 64.60.Bd, 77.22.Ej, 77.80.Dj

The current trend of device miniaturization has led to a
surge of interest in ferroelectric nanostructures [1]. This
brings a number of fundamental questions on domain struc-
ture in nanoscale ferroelectric systems to the fore; these are
related to the effects of free surfaces on long-range elastic
and electrostatic interactions. For example, first principles
calculations of nanodots suggest that flux-closing polariza-
tion vortex states form to minimize the depolarization en-
ergy arising from the bound charges at the free surfaces
[2,3]. Such vortex states, involving continuous rotation of
the polar vector at the dipole level, would differ profoundly
from the topology of domains and domain walls classically
observed in bulk crystals and thin films.While vortex states
have not yet been clearly seen in experiments, the domain
structures that do form in nanoscale ferroelectrics can
be geometrically complex and unexpectedly sensitive to
boundary conditions (e.g., exhibiting radial symmetry
with Bessel functionlike patterns) [4,5]. Interestingly,
flux-closing domain patterns (recognized as the precursor
to true vortex states [6]), can also appear naturally in some
ferroelectric materials [7,8] where they are seen to take on
the form of a quadrant domain arrangement. In other mate-
rials their exact configurations depend strongly upon elec-
trical boundary conditions and electrode shape [9–11] and
have also been demonstrated by domain manipulation
under ambient conditions in thin films [12,13]. Such pat-
terns also exhibit domain vertices (intersections between
two or more domain walls) which can be induced and
moved by application of electric fields [14,15]. Recently,
material fabrication and electron microscopy techniques
have reached a level where theoretical predictions about
the nature of ferroelectric order at the smallest length scales
is being tested experimentally [16–19]. Understanding how
electron beam imaging may influence these systems is

therefore extremely important. Electron beams have also
been used to write domains in ferroelectric thin films [20],
exploiting such an effect to engineer domain patterns could
constitute a powerful technique.
Although modeling has provided some insights on

domain patterns in small scale systems [2,3,21,22], several
fundamental puzzles remain. First, the domain patterns
reported for BaTiO3 (BTO) from transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) studies differ unexpectedly, and
strongly, from those obtained via piezoresponse force mi-
croscopy (PFM), for reasons heretofore unknown. Second,
the sample diameter dependence of domain patterns pro-
vide hints [3,4,23] that both electric fields at the perimeter
and strains may play important roles. In this Letter, we
examine these effects and explain the origin of the unusual
patterns that have been observed in recent TEM studies of
domains in ferroelectric nanodots [22]. The present study
also sheds light on the mechanisms due to which the
domain patterns observed in PFM and TEM can differ
from each other.
BTO samples were prepared for TEM examination by

cutting lamellae (f100gpseudocubic faced platelets with edges

parallel to h100ipc measuring �0:1� 10� 8 �m3) from

bulk single crystals using a focused ion beam microscope
(FIB) and placing them on to (conventional) TEM grids.
Once on the grid, the lamella was subsequently patterned
with the FIB beam perpendicular to the broad lamella face.
The resultant specimens had lateral sizes in the
0:05–10 �m range and shapes that included wires, disks,
squares, dots, and rings [22,24,25]. These samples were
annealed above the Curie temperature (TC ¼ 393 K) and
cooled to room temperature to form (equilibrium) domain
patterns. The annealing process was performed in situ
(within the TEM) by rastering the sample under a focused
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electron beam to create a homogenous thermal profile
across the entire sample [22,24,25]. Figure 1 shows the
evolution of the domain configuration in a free standing
single crystal BaTiO3 dot. Initially, the ferroelectric
domains were in poorly organized stripes. With annealing,
a quadrant configuration (four sets of 90� domains) is
formed and remains stable. The boundaries between sets
of 90� domains are parallel to f100gpseudocubic planes

while the boundaries between stripe domains within each
set exhibit f110gpseudocubic planes. This indicates an

a1a2-domain pattern, where the polarization in each stripe
is completely in-plane. Since these sets of 90� domains
have net polarizations which are normal to the ferroelastic
domain walls, it is clear that these are not flux-closure
patterns. The net in-plane polarization must point into, or
away from, the center of the nanodot (described as ‘‘center-
type’’domains in [26]). Interestingly, such quadrant domain
configurations are ubiquitous in nano bars, squares, dots
[24,25], disks, and rhombohedron [Fig. 2].We consider two
possible domain configurationswhich can correspond to the
patterns shown in Figs. 1 and 2. In this Letter, we present
arguments over which of these configurations: a quadrupole
pattern [Fig. 3(a)] or a radial pattern [Fig. 3(b)] can be
attributed to the patterns observed in TEM.

While the quadrant patterns observed in the TEM nano-
structures are virtually omnipresent, the inferred polariza-
tion configurations are never flux-closing in contrast to the
domain patterns observed in ambient PFM (a polarization
sensitive atomic force microscopy technique) studies.
There are differences in sample preparation: once a lamel-
lae intended for PFM measurements (�300 nm thick) has
been cut from a bulk single crystal using a FIB, it is placed
onto a Pt-coated MgO substrate with pre-patterned copla-
nar electrodes. FIB-milling induced damage is thermally
recovered by annealing at 700 �C for 1 h and subsequent
acid etching (2:8 mol ¼ l HCl) removes gallium oxide

platelets that are expelled to the specimen surface.
Figure 4 shows ambient domain mapping of flux-closure
patterns observed via PFM, where an ac biased scan probe
is rastered across the surface of the specimen. Operated in
‘‘lateral mode,’’ domain contrast [Fig. 4(a)] originates from
sensing the amplitude of induced electromechanical dis-
tortions from domains exhibiting polarization components
that are oriented in the plane of the surface and perpen-
dicular to the cantilever axis. In Fig. 4(b) regions of oppo-
site phase contrast indicate domain regions where the
measured in-plane polarization component reverses by
180�. Unlike in the TEM nanodot studies, the domain
stripes within each quadrant are ac-type domain stripes
(i.e., the polarization alternates, stripe-by-stripe, from
being in-plane to out-of-plane with respect to the surface).
Combining these measured PFM data with knowledge of
the lamella crystal orientation and that in-plane stripe
polarization is oriented perpendicular to the ferroelastic
domain walls (for boundary charge neutrality) shows that
the in-plane polarization component of each quadrant is as
indicated in Fig. 4(b). Note that the net in-plane polariza-
tion forms a closed loop around a core, consistent with
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FIG. 1. Scanning TEM imaging of the evolution of the domain
pattern (over a period of approximately 2 min) towards a quad-
rant structure consisting of four sets of 90� domains.
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FIG. 2. Scanning TEM images of ferroelectric quadrant do-
main structures in (a) a disk, (b) a rhombohedron, (c) a complex
asymmetric pattern, and (d) an asymmetric ring.

(a)  (b) 

FIG. 3 (color online). Two possible domain arrangements sug-
gested by the TEM images showing (a) quadrupolar pattern or
(b) radial pattern.

1µm  

(a) (b)

FIG. 4 (color online). A typical flux-closing domain configu-
ration imaged in ambient conditions in a BaTiO3 lamellae using
lateral mode PFM. (a) Piezoresponse amplitude reveals quadrant
domain configuration with finer stripe domains within each
quadrant. Scan probe cantilever orientation is illustrated in
blue and polarization components sensed in the lateral mode
are indicated by the black double-headed arrow. (b) PFM phase
image can be used to identify in-plane polarization orientations
in each quadrant (black hollow arrows).
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previous PFM mapping of the quadrant configuration [9].
Such flux-closure structures have been seen to form during
relaxation after application of a poling field-pulse supplied
through the coplanar electrodes [9]. The development of
flux-closure patterns in specimens studied using PFM can
be understood in terms of residual in-plane depolarizing
fields (directed across the electrodes in the plane of the
lamella surface). The fine-scale ferroelastic stripe domains
observed within each quadrant [see Fig. 4(a)] stabilize the
structure against significant disclination strains that other-
wise develop in mesoscale quadrant geometries [27].

The differences between the PFM and TEM images for
BaTiO3 are remarkable. While both domain patterns con-
sist of four sets of 90� domains (i.e., quadrants), the main
difference between PFM and TEM images is in the direc-
tion of the net polar orientation in each quadrant. In this
Letter we would like to address possible factors which can
be responsible for these pronounced differences in the
observed TEM and PFM patterns in the same material.
Although the specimens are of somewhat different sizes
(100 and 300 nm in thickness, and half and several microns
in lateral size, in the TEM and PFM specimens, respec-
tively), and that the measurements are made in somewhat
different environments (vacuum and air for the TEM and
PFM observations, respectively), it is surprising how dif-
ferent the polarization patterns are.

While the flux-closure patterns in PFM images can be
rationalized in terms of simple depolarizing fields devel-
oped across two opposing lateral edges of the lamella, the
formation of non-flux-closing quadrant domain patterns in
TEM specimens remains a mystery. It has been suggested
that such patterns could arise from quadrupolar electric
fields [25]. However, the physical origin of such fields is
unknown. One important distinction however is that an
electron beam is applied to the sample (only) in the TEM
case. It is well known that electron beams can lead to
specimen charging [28] and, for ferroelectrics specifically,
can generate internal electric fields large enough to cause
polarization switching [28]. In this Letter we emphasize
that electron beam charging may be responsible for quad-
rant pattern formation, and furthermore, that the resulting
polarization profile associated with this pattern is radial,
rather than quadrupolar. We investigate this proposal via
real space phase field simulations of free standing nano-
structures (with uniform free charge densities).

The phase field model provides a powerful technique to
simulate domain structures in ferroelectrics [29,30]. The
method is based on the Landau-Ginzburg free energy of a
ferroelectric material which incorporates elastic and elec-
trostatic effects. The model used is the same as that in [21],
except the effect of free charge that is included in the
present calculations. The details of the model are provided
in the Supplemental Material [31].

In the 2D simulations reported here, we consider a me-
chanically unconstrained nanodot with traction free bound-
ary conditions on all lateral surfaces (i.e.,�ij � nj ¼ 0,

where ~n is the unit surface normal). Px ¼ Py ¼ 0 in the

vacuum outside the nanodot. The electrostatic potential

satisfies the boundary condition ~r� � ~n ¼ 0 on the nano-
dot surface. This model has been used to simulate domain
patterns in freestanding ferroelectrics samples of different
sizes and geometries [21] in both charge compensated and
uncompensated situations. The effect of free charge can be
incorporated in the model by introducing a free charge

density �ð ~rÞ in the Gauss’s law as ~r � ~D ¼ �ð~rÞ. To under-
stand the role played by a free charge density on domain
patterns, we simulate domain patterns for �ð ~rÞ ¼ const and
compare it with the �ð ~rÞ ¼ 0 case. The phase field equa-
tions are numerically integrated using a finite difference
procedure and the parameters are chosen to represent
BaTiO3 (these constants and their normalization are given
explicitly in the Supplemental Material [31]).
We consider freestanding nanodots where the bound

charge at the free surface is not compensated. To describe
trapped charge, we impose a homogeneous charge density
�ð~rÞ ¼ �eNe, where e is the electronic charge and Ne is
trapped electron density. The presence of free charge
layers in ferroelectric thin films can strongly influence
the observed domain patterns [30]. In order to answer the
question how a uniform charge density influences the
domain patterns in a nanodot we performed simulations
of domain patterns for different values ofNe for times up to
t� ¼ 104. We consider situations where the nanodots are
quenched from the high temperature paraelectric state into
the ferroelectric state (T ¼ 375 K) and that there is a
preexisting trapped charge density in the paraelectric state
as may be anticipated in the scenario of electron beam
induced field cooling in the TEM. We also assume that the
charges are immobile during the domain formation pro-
cess. We chose a temperature above room temperature to
avoid metastable orthorhombic domain formation. The
occurrence of metastable orthorhombic domains at room
temperature delays the formation of the quadrant patterns
that are expected to be similar to those at T ¼ 375 K.
Figure 5 shows the domain patterns for the polarization

components and the strains "xx � "yy for the Ne ¼ 0, and

Ne ¼ 1:56� 1028=m3 cases at t� ¼ 104 We first examine
the Ne ¼ 0 case. Although no large scale vortex states are
observed, we do observe flux-closure domains and the

bound charge ~P � ~n ¼ 0 on the surface. Inside the nanodot,
we see randomly arranged ferroelastic domain bundles.
However, no quadrant patterns are observed. These pat-
terns are analogous to those observed in [21] for the case of
uncompensated charges. We also simulated several cases
for finite Ne. When Ne ¼ 1:56� 1028=m3, a clear quad-
rant pattern is observed (note the net polarizations at the
corners). The nanodot center exhibits a disordered pattern
which avoids a divergence of the polarization vectors at the
core. The polarization vectors are parallel to surface (flux-
closure) in most regions for Ne ¼ 0 but not when Ne ¼
1:56� 1028=m3 (i.e., ~P � ~n � 0)—the bound charge at the
free surface balances the free charge density. The domain
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pattern for the finite Ne case is reminiscent of those
observed in [22] and in Figs. 1 and 2. Although the simu-
lated patterns are more disordered than in the experimental
images, the formation of a quadrant configuration is clearly
observed.

In order to relate simulation parameters to experi-
mental, we note that analogous TEM experiments on
graphene [32,33] found that an electron beam of
�105 electrons=ðnm2 sÞ for 30 sec (total charge of
�3� 1024 electrons=m2) was sufficient to induce
defect-pair creation analogous to Kosterlitz-Thouless melt-
ing. Assuming a nanodot of 100 nm thickness and Ne ¼
1:56� 1028=m3, the number of electrons per unit area in
our simulations is �1:56� 1021 electrons=m2. This is
smaller than the charge which was enough to cause defect
pair nucleation in graphene [32] by a factor of �2000.
While this is not a sharp threshold, it gives a rough estimate
of the charging required for TEM patterns to produce
symmetries that differ strongly from the noncharging,
PFM domain structures.

To understand the dynamics of how an uncharged sam-
ple responds to imposed charge, we performed additional
simulations in which an initially uncharged pattern, with
flux-closure domains, is subjected to a finite free charge
density. Figure 6 shows the evolution of the domain pattern
in response to the imposed charge. The randomly aligned
ferroelastic domain bundles evolve into a quadrant struc-
ture. This shows that quadrant patterns may be prepared by
imposition of sufficiently strong charging, such as that
occuring in an intense electron beam.

Furthermore, we address the question of what drives
quadrant pattern formation. As is well known, the electric
field inside a uniformly charged symmetric body is radial
with zero magnitude at the center (see Fig. S1 in the

Supplemental Material [31]). This radial electric field can
influence domain patterns by promoting polarization com-
ponents that point to or away from the center of the nanodot.
For BaTiO3, the radial field tends to stabilize a quadrant
pattern of ferroelastic domains. This can be rationalized by
considering, for example, the electric field component ori-
ented along [110], a pattern of the permitted [100]- and
[010]- oriented polarization variants will be stabilized
resulting in a quadrant with net polarization along [110].
Using this argument, we can schematically construct a
quadrant domain pattern [see Fig. 3(b)] that is consistent
with those observed experimentally (Fig. 1). Note that this
pattern necessarily involves charged domain walls in the
core regions. However, note that the simulations show no
charged walls in the core region, (see Fig. 5). Instead, a
complex pattern with local flux-closure is observed. This
pattern forms in response to the strong depolarizing and
elastic fields that arise from the radial polarizations at the
corners. This is consistent with the TEM observations in
which the core regions exhibit a pattern that lacks quadrant
symmetry (Figs. 1 and 2).
In the following we explore a possible origin of the

charge in the nanodot. While electron microscopy is rou-
tinely employed to image ferroelectric domains, electron
beam charging is common in low electrical conductivity
materials. Charging during imaging may be insufficient to
alter domain patterns. However, in the present BaTiO3

nanodots experiments, the samples were also heated above
the Curie temperature using the electron beam. The expo-
sure to an intense electron beam could lead to significant
charging and therefore to the formation of near radial
electric fields. Intriguingly, while the BaTiO3 quadrant
domain patterns exhibit flux-closure in ambient PFM stud-
ies but not in TEM studies, previously studies of PZT
nanodots in a TEM environment [34] revealed the expected
flux-closure type quadrant patterns. The key difference is
that these PZT dots were heated through the Curie tempera-
ture in air outside the TEM (BTO nanodots were heated up
in situ in TEM), and therefore theywere not subjected to the
radial fields during the heating and cooling cycle.
We would like to highlight that although in this work

only single-crystal structures are considered, similar
domain patterns have been observed in thin films where
domains were written using a biased scan probe tip in
direct contact with the film surface. This is common prac-
tice for measuring hysteresis and writing domain patterns

328 /1056.1 mNe ×=

0=eN

FIG. 5 (color online). Simulated patterns without free charge
(top) and with uniform free charge (bottom) for a 1000 nm�
1000 nm nanodot. The left images depict polarization domains,
the center images show the associated ferroelastic domain pat-
tern, and the right images show the polarization vectors associ-
ated with the top right corner of the images on the left.

0=∗t 100=∗t 1000=∗t 10000=∗t

FIG. 6 (color online). Domain evolution induced by imposi-
tion of a charge density of Ne ¼ 1:56� 1028=m3 on an initially
uncharged sample (with flux-closure domains).
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at the nanoscale where the tip-writing field is inhomoge-
neous and often seen to have radial symmetry [35]; this is
well evidenced by the circular profile of domains written in
PbðZr;TiÞO3 [36] and the radial polarization profile of
domain structures engineered in BiFeO3 thin films [26].
Similar quadrant patterns have been observed in localized
regions in PbTiO3 thin films [37], if there are localized
charged defects then the quadrant formation may be due to
the mechanism proposed here. Finally, we note that while
the probe-tip field and TEM charging scenario may both
generate fields with radial field symmetry, the amplitude
profile is not the same in both cases. In experiments utiliz-
ing a biased scan probe the field decays away from the
probe point of contact, as opposed to increasing from the
center of the structure as modeled for the TEM charging
case; the effect of this specific field configuration on fer-
roelastic domain structure has not been well explored.

The present results explain the puzzling quadrant pat-
terns that have been observed in TEM imaging of ferroelec-
tric domains in nanodots and they might serve as a warning
that the domain configuration under electron beam obser-
vation may be a nonequilibrium property. Using phase field
simulations, it is demonstrated that electron beam induced
radial electric fields stabilize such patterns. The electron
densities required to form the quadrant patterns are signifi-
cantly higher than typical defect densities in ferroelectrics,
implying that external charging may be involved. We sug-
gest that such charging occurs during electron beam heating
of the sample. This implies that an electron beam may be
intentionally used to ‘‘write’’ such patterns and suggests a
possible avenue toward new classes of ferroelectric devices
that utilize such electron beam engineered domain states.
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